In this paper we present a routing algorithm that uses the depth rst search approach combined with a backtracking technique to route messages on the star graph in the presence of faulty links. The algorithm is distributed and requires no global knowledge of faults. The only knowledge required at a node is the state of its incident links. The routed message carries information about the followed path and the visited nodes. The algorithm routes messages along the optimal, i.e., the shortest path if no faults are encountered or if the faults are such that an optimal path still exists.
Introduction
A new interconnection network topology called the star graph has been recently introduced in the literature 1, 2] . An extension to this network has also been introduced 7] . The star graph is vertex symmetric. It provides an interconnection network for a large number of processors using a low number of communication channels while providing a high level of redundancy that makes it highly fault-tolerant 1, 2, 3]. An optimal algorithm for routing messages between any two nodes of the star graph assuming that no faulty links or nodes exist in the graph was presented in 1]. Faulttolerance routing has been discussed for di erent interconnection networks 6, 8] . Fault-tolerance of the star graph was discussed in 3, 9] . Reference 2] compared properties of the hypercube and the star graphs. A depth rst search approach to provide fault-tolerant routing in the hypercube was presented in 5]. Reference 9] presented a routing scheme using a depth rst search approach on faulty star graphs. The scheme had shortcomings: by keeping the information about the traversed path in a stack that is popped every time a message backtracks, the algorithm does not guarantee liveness and deadlock-free transmission. In fact, an example can be found where the message gets stuck by being continuously sent to the same node. Due to faulty conditions, the node cannot forward the message. Once it returns the message, it receives it later because its node reference has already been popped o the stack.
In this paper, we use symmetry and fault-tolerance properties of the star graph to introduce a distributed algorithm for e ciently routing messages between any two nodes of the star graph in the presence of faulty links. The algorithm is based on the greedy routing algorithm combined with the fault-tolerant depth rst search approach 1, 5] . The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background and notations. Section 3 introduces the routing algorithm, its correctness proof and performance analysis. Section 4 presents a broadcast scheme based on the routing algorithm. Section 5 concludes the paper and Section 6 contains an appendix for basic permutation properties.
Background and Notations
The star interconnection network is modeled as an undirected graph where the vertices correspond to processor nodes and the edges correspond to communication channels. The graph is referred to as an n-Star graph denoted by S n , where the degree of each node is n ? 1. Nodes are identi ed with the permutation of digits 1 through n. Digits are referred to as symbols. By de nition of the star graph, two nodes are connected by an edge if and only if their respective node labels di er by interchanging in a node label the rst symbol with any other symbol. For example, node 1234 is connected to nodes 2134, 3214 and 4231 in S 4 . Links are denoted by the position of the symbol they permute, e.g., the link corresponding to symbol 2 is link 2 and it connects nodes 1234 and 2134. The identity node is denoted by 123::n. Figure 1 shows the S 4 graph.
Since the star graph is vertex symmetric, nding a path between two nodes is equivalent to nding a path between a node and the identity 123::n. Such a path is simply the permutation that sorts the source node into the identity. The permutation, denoted by relperm, can be decomposed into a sequence of one or more disjoint cycles, each of which contains an ordered set of symbols. The decomposition is unique except for the cycles order. Cycles containing more than one symbol that need to be permuted are referred to as pcycles. Cycles containing one invariant symbol are referred to as icycles. For more information on permutations, the reader is referred to 4]. In our notations, pcycles are built by identifying displaced symbols in the node label, starting from the leftmost position in the label. The rst pcycle is referred to as pcycle 1 . Starting from left to right, unassigned symbols in the node label constitute the icycles and are appended to the pcycles. As In our model, faults are assumed to be in one or more links. This is not restrictive since a fault in a node can be modeled by a fault in all the links leading to it. It is also assumed that a node has only the knowledge of the status of the links connected to it. Thus, no general knowledge of the overall state of the faults is available at any node.
3 Routing on a Star Graph with Faults
General Description of the Routing Algorithm
In our description, (m; d; f=w; visited; linklist) denotes the complete message being transmitted, where m is the actual message, d is the destination node and f=w is a bit that is set for a forward transmission and reset otherwise. Visited is an array of ags, each corresponds to a node and gets set once the node receives a forward message. Linklist is the list of links being traversed by the message. A link is appended to the list once a forward message traverses the link and deleted once the message backtracks through it. A valid link is de ned as a non-faulty link that sends the message to a non-visited node. The following is a skeleton of the algorithm where, for brevity, the value of a selected symbol is denoted by x:
1. At each node that receives a message, compute relperm if the node is di erent from the identity. If the message is forward, mark the node visited and append the link just traversed to the linklist, otherwise, delete the link from the linklist.
2. Select the leftmost symbol in relperm. If link x is valid, then send the message forward along it and go to step 1, else go to the next step.
3. Starting from the rightmost position of the rightmost pcycle and proceeding to the left, select the rst symbol that belongs to a pcycle. 4 . If link x is valid, then send the message forward along it and go to step 1, else select the next symbol.
5. If all symbols in all pcycles have been selected, starting from the rightmost position and proceeding to the left, select the rst icycle. 6 . If link x is valid, then send the message forward along it and go to step 1, else select the next icycle. 7 . If all icycles have been selected and the current node is not the destination, then the destination cannot be reached from the current node. Send a return message along the last link in linklist and go to step 1.
Routing Algorithm
Figure 2 shows some de nitions needed for the algorithm formulation. Figure 3 shows the DepthSearch-Routing (DSR) algorithm formulation in pseudo-code. It represents the code executed by node u when receiving (m; d; f=w; visited; linklist) from node v. Table 1 shows an example of routing from node 426513 in S 6 in the presence of six faults, where some faults forced backtracking, others did not add any extra hops.
Correctness of the Routing Algorithm
In the following, s and d are any two nodes in a faulty star graph S n .
Lemma 1 When DSR routes a message from s, the total number of messages is bounded.
Proof: Once a node u receives a forward message sent from node v, u is marked visited for that message. Thus, u will not get the same message again while being sent forward. In the worst case, u forwards the message to at most n ? 2 neighboring nodes (excluding v), receives at most n ? 2 return messages and sends the message back to node v with the forward ag reset. Thus, in the worst case, u receives at most n ? 1 messages, one of which is forward. Lemma 2 When DSR routes a message from s to d, the average of all messages over all visited nodes, other than s and d, is one forward and one return message in the worst case.
Proof: Taking into account that the n ? 2 incoming return messages in Lemma 1 are messages sent out by the n ? 2 visited neighbors of u, the average is one return message per visited node.
Since each node receives one forward message before it is marked visited, therefore the average number of messages seen by any visited node is one forward and one return message in the worst case where all visited nodes fail to forward the message. When proving that an undeliverable message is returned to the source, it is assumed that a link cannot become faulty in the short interval of time between forward and backward traversals by the same message. If network conditions do not guarantee this and if it is required that an undeliverable message be returned to the source within a nite interval of time, then some recovery mechanisms can be added to handle the case where the message is stuck at u and cannot backtrack to its neighbor v: u can send the message to v by issuing a forward message using DSR.
Lemma 3 (Liveness property
Acknowledgement, timeout and retransmit can be added to the algorithm. This path is made of two hops on a 3-Star, which constitutes a cycle of six hops. The best routing algorithm sends the message along link a j thus requiring four hops instead of two on the same 3-Star. This is the path followed by DSR. Proof: Since f n ? 2 = degree of the graph minus one, no node can be disconnected. First we consider the case where one node u along the path has all n ? 2 faulty links incident on it. If u receives the message from node v along the single non-faulty link it has, u returns the message to v thus causing two extra hops. By Theorem 4, v forwards the message with at most four extra hops. Since all faults have already been encountered, the total number of extra hops is six.
Performance of the Routing Algorithm
We now consider the case where no node has all n ?2 faulty links incident on it. For simplicity, assume that relperm contains one pcyle and that (1) is an icycle, e.g., (a 1 a 2 ::a m )(1). Taking any a i link for 1 i m gets the message closer to destination. There must be at least m faults to be forced to disturb an icycle. Suppose we disturb icycle b 1 . We then reach a node with relperm = (b 1 1)(a 1 a 2 ::a m ). The number of remaining faults is f R = f ? m. Here again, we must have another m faults to be forced to disturb another icycle. Suppose we disturb b 2 . We get relperm = (b 2 b 1 1)(a 1 a 2 ::a m ) and f R = f ? 2m. Here we must have m + 1 faults to be forced to disturb another icycle. We continue until we have exhausted all the faults. After the ith iteration, relperm = (b i ::b 2 b 1 1)(a 1 a 2 ::a m ) and f R = f ? i m ? (1 + 2 + :: + (i ? 2)). The total penalty is 2i hops, i hops due to disturbing i icycles and i hops due to the added cycle to relperm. We note that the smaller m is, the larger i and the penalty are. The worst case corresponds to m = 2. A similar conclusion can be drawn when 1 is not an icycle.
For the worst case where m = 2 and (1) Table 3 shows i and the corresponding penalty for f = n?2 and di erent values of n.
Non bias towards speci c links
We are concerned with DSR not favoring some links, once there is deviation from the optimal path. DSR sequentially considers links corresponding to symbols in pcycles whose particular sequence depends only on the source permutation. Once an icycle has to be disturbed, DSR searches for a valid icycle by descending dimension order. Available icycles depend on node labels. If it is found that icycles do not vary from message to the other, and since the penalty in disturbing an icycle is constant regardless of the icycle, DSR can be modi ed to pick an icycle at random. Thus, DSR does not favor any link.
Message Overhead
The fault-tolerance of DSR introduces some overhead in the message packet. The overhead is made of the following: f/w is one bit denoting forward versus return message direction, visited array is an array of n! ags. Encoding techniques, e.g., hashing, can be investigated in the future to e ciently encode the node label corresponding to each ag, linklist is a variable length array, bounded by 2(n! ? 2) elements from Theorem 1, each representing a link and requiring log n bits. Note that once a message backtracks, the link just traversed is deleted from linklist. Thus, the upper limit is a limit on the number of hops whereas the limit on the size of linklist can be smaller. Note also that Theorem 5 nds a substantially smaller limit on the number of hops for at most n ? 2 faults.
Broadcast on a Star Graph with Faults
A broadcast algorithm on a star graph with no faults was introduced in 1]. The algorithm uses a sequence of length at most 3(n log n ? n=2). The sequence is obtained through a switching network. We restate the algorithm in a slightly modi ed way: upon receiving a broadcast message, each node compares notes with every neighbor connected to it by a channel in . If the neighbor has not yet received the message, the message is sent to it along with a trimmed sequence 0 .
Consider the example of S 4 and its broadcast sequence = 234324232 1]. When node s initiates a broadcast message, it sends it to the following nodes with the following modi ed :
to node(2) with 0 = 34324232, to node(3) with 0 = 4324232, to node(4) with 0 = 324232, The algorithm continues until nodes receive the message with an empty 0 . We modify this algorithm to handle the existence of faulty links in the star graph. The proposed broadcast algorithm uses at most (3n log n ? n=2) steps in the absence of faults.
In the presence of faults, the performance of the broadcast algorithm follows directly that of DSR as described in Theorems 3, 4 and 5.
Conclusion
We presented a distributed routing algorithm that routes messages e ciently on a faulty star graph. We proved that the algorithm nds an optimal path if one exists given the fault distribution, otherwise, it delivers the message to the destination or returns it back to the source within a bounded number of hops, depending on whether a path exists to the destination or not. Finally, we used the routing algorithm to provide an e cient way of broadcasting messages in the faulty star graph.
6 Appendix Some basic permutation properties follow. The reader is referred to 4] for more details. A transposition is a permutation containing two elements. Any cycle can be written as a product of non-disjoint transpositions using the following results. In a product of transpositions, the last is to be permuted rst. 
